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 by gifrancis   

Continental Mid-town 

"Creative Dishes"

Continental Mid-town is a chic restaurant with two story seating and

lounge space. The restaurant hosts private events and with its spacious

rooftop deck it's the perfect venue for special occasions. Continental Mid-

town serves international cuisine with an Asian touch. Several dishes are

creative take an classic meals, in the past dishes have included Thai curry

lobster, Korean pork taco and cheesesteak eggroll.

 +1 215 567 1800  www.continentalmidtown.com/  1801 Chestnut Street, Filadélfia PA

 by Alpha   

La Veranda 

"Dinner by the River"

With a formal, yet relaxed setting, La Veranda at Pier 3 offers its diners a

tour of Northern Italy's flavors with warmth and flair. Italian is a cuisine

that originates from a country renowned for its love of good food, a fact

that is clearly reflected the care taken to use traditional methods and only

the freshest ingredients in the preparation of the food at La Veranda. The

steaks and fresh fish dishes deserve special mention although every dish

has a merit of its own. With a fabulous view of the river to keep you

company, a meal at La Veranda is sure to be a pleasant experience.

 +1 215 351 1898

(Reservations)

 laverandapier3.com/  laveranda@laverandapier3.

com

 30 North Columbus

Boulevard, Penn's Landing

Pier 3, Filadélfia PA

 by Kevin Burkett   

Moshulu 

"Dining On The Seas"

Step into this restaurant and be prepared for a new adventure filled with

music, drinks, food, and dancing. With a South Seas inspired menu and a

breathtaking view of the beautiful seas, Moshulu presents an exquisite

dining experience. The Executive Chef creates some creative

contemporary American cuisine and some fusion dishes including

Southwestern and French cuisines. If it's an intimate dinner you're

seeking, this is the place to be. The private dining rooms and outdoor

decks allow incomparable view of the city and the waterfront. The outdoor

deck is great for social gatherings too.

 +1 215 923 2500  www.moshulu.com/  info@moshulu.com  401 South Columbus

Boulevard, Filadélfia PA
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